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in january 1998, autodesk released autocad r18, which included a two-step feature to convert 3d
models to 2d. it included a new stereo view, the ability to edit wireframe versions of models, and

object snaps. the autocad r19 version included a new archi c. h. mode that supported the creation of
parametric drawings and had improved support for parametric drawing. the new version also

included a new autolisp programming language and enhanced import and export of.dwg files. the
autocad r20 version introduced the concept of "design intent". it included an improved user interface

and easier drag-and-drop functionality that made it easier to change the view of a drawing. it also
included a new visual style called "organic", which provided a mix of graphically-enhanced objects
and traditional pen and pencil objects. the autocad r21 version included a new 3d program called

revit. autodesk chose to use the term "revit" instead of 3d. it also included a new 2d drafting
program called autocad for mac. in may 2000, autodesk released autocad r21. the new version
included 2d and 3d drawing tools, and a 3d modeling component called architectural. the new

version also included an updated user interface, a 3d component called designcenter, and the ability
to view and edit parts of drawings simultaneously. autocad r22, released in june 2001, introduced a
new topology-based edit mode, a 3d modeling component called revit architecture, and a new 2d

drafting program called autocad for mac. autocad r23 was released in june 2002 and introduced the
concept of layers, which allowed for the grouping of objects and layers. it also included 3d

construction elements, multiresolution surfaces, a new component for creating dimensions, and a
new 2d drafting program called autocad for mac. autocad r24 was released in may 2003 and was the

first version of autocad to include the concept design tool, a new user interface, and a new 2d
drafting program called draftsight.
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most of the content on this site is free to use and display and the majority of the tips and techniques
are simple and free, but if you want to learn the tips and techniques, you can access hundreds of
videos and hundreds of tips that you can access only by purchasing a copy of the e-book from this
site. for more information, just click on the link or the image of the book. the most popular content

on this site is tips that are shared with our free guide to autocad on the web subscribers and our free
tips to autocad students mailing list. if you have any problems with a site or a tip, let us know. most

problems with a site or a tip are caused by a misspelled word or a misspelled tip, so any tips or
problems that are not due to misspelled words or misspelled tips will be corrected soon. autocad lt is

powerful 2d cad software used for precision drafting and documentation. autocad includes all the
features of autocad lt, plus additional features to benefit productivity such as 3d modeling and

automation of repetitive processes. autocad also lets you customize the user interface with apis and
add-on apps. with autocad, users are able work more efficiently with seven industry-specific toolsets

to enhance automation and productivity for tasks in architecture, mechanical design, electrical
design, plant design, plumbing, converting raster images, geographic information systems, and 3d
mapping. the first version of autocad for windows was released on february 20, 1991. the original

version of autocad was a "docking" program, which was the term used by the developers to refer to
a software application that was designed to be run from a disk, with no special hardware or

operating system requirements. windows applications were not designed to dock, and so this version
of autocad was relatively unique in the windows programming community, and generated some

controversy. autocad's predecessor, called autocad-1, was developed by a team at the university of
waterloo's department of civil and environmental engineering, and was released in 1989, and was

primarily a line-based program that was later enhanced to be a digital drafting application for
architects, engineers, and other designers. the first three autocads were created by james berry, a
professor in the department of civil and environmental engineering at the university of waterloo.

berry was also the lead developer of autocad-1, and he wrote the code for the original autocad. the
name of the autocad program was changed in october 1992 to reflect the changes to the program.
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